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ABSTRACT

Guidelines for plotting a variety of colors and patterns using GSMAP and

GSDRAW (Selner and Taylor, 1987) digital cartographic progr_Lmshave been

developed. Ttlese color and pattern variations can be used to fill polygons (areas)

on maps, charts, or diagrams. Batch processing files for plotting a sample

:, color/pattern palette on a Hewlett Packard 7585B 8-pen plotter using GSDRAW

software are provided on the disk. The detailed imtructiom, batchprocessing files,

and variables used tOconstruct the palette will provide the user ready access to 99

fill patterns, and aid in designing other useful combinations.
l
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INTRODUCTION

Applications software developed by the U.S. Geological Survey for digital
cartography provide the means to record, store, and plot illustrations that consist of
points, hnes, and polygons (areas). When plotting these illustrations, polygons may
be decorated (filled) with numerous patterns in as many colors as are available on
the particular output device. In fact, GSMAP or GSDRAW(Selner and Taylor,
1987) software_provide more than three million ways to fill digitized polygons.
Plotting by trial and error to achieve satisfactory fill patterns, that emphasize or
enhance important spatial relationships on a geologic map or diagram, is both
frustrating and time consuming for the novice and, at times, the experienced user.
This manualprovides guidance on optimal methods to fill polygons and on how tO

save time andmaterials in the process. Batch processing files for plotting a sample
color/pattern palette on the ttewlett Packard 7585B 8-pen plotter using GSDRAW
software are provided on the disk.

The following descriptions and discussions assume the reader is familiar with
the digitizing software GSMAP and (or) GSDRAW,and with their application to a
_particularconfiguration_of microcomputer and graphic pen plotter.. This..manual
deals soley with plotting techniques that will produce clear, wvid geologic maps and
diagrams with these two software packages.

WARNING TO THE USER

The patterns produced from the accompanying disk will run correctly on
GSDRAW version 3.0. Version 4.0 will NOT plot the dotted-line patterns, the plot
will stop and a device time out error will appear on the screen. Version 3.0 of
GSDRAW must be used for plotting, or a text editor such as SideKick can be used to
delete the first, second, and fifth boxes labled as such in the PALETrE.BAT file on
the accompanying disk, and then version 4.0 can be used.

Polygons digitized with version 4.0 of GSMAP or GSDRAW may be plotted
with dotted patterns if version 3.0 is used for plotting. No modifications are needed.
If dotted fills are not needed, version 4.0 can be used for both digitizing and
plotting.

BACKGROUND

Major .c_i'ticismsof computer-plotted maps and diagrams are that the output
appears unfimshed, that the product _snot publication qua[ity, or that even the 8-
pen carousel of the large format plotters do not provide sufficient color diversity for
many geologic diagrams. Another common complaint is that pattern variety,
density, and color, which are important to communication, are difficult to achieve
on the computer. The digital cartographic software GSDRAW and GSMAP do
provide the means to achieve the desired variety and polish. The suggestions in this
manual ".,viiiaid hl achieving colorful, quality diagrams.

o In this manual, the term polygon means an area surrounded with digitized
points and given a 400-line code when plotting with GS..M_. and GSDRAW. Any
polygon must be properly closed with a 2-button on the d_gitizingmouse, lt tlaere
are internal polygons, the external and internal polygons are closed with a 3-button
and the last internal polygon is closed with a 2-button. Any properly closed polygon
may then be filled using the pen plotter.



There are three basic _vaysprovided by the GSMAP and GSDRAW software
to apply patterns and color to polygons: (1) fill a polygon with parallel lines (ruled
pattern) whose spacingis defined by the user, (2) filla polygon with cross-hatching

, where the user enters the angle of rotation for one set of parallel lines and a second
set of lines are generated automatically at 90° to the first set, or (3) fiHa polygon
with solid color. These three general types of fill serve as a basis for creating an
essentially unlimited variety of patterns.

The choices available to rood@ the patterns include varying both the angle
0 of rotation (relative to the illustration border) and the s acing of lines of an set of, . P Y
• parallel lines. In addition, the lines drama by the plotter for any of these types of fill
" do not have to be solid lines; they may be dotted, dashed, or decorated in any of 20

different line patterns available in GSMAP and GSBRAW (Selner and Taylor, 1987,
p. 32). Furthermore, varietymay be added by selecting different pen types, pen tip
widths, and plotter media. For example, fiber-tip pens used for paper plots come in
about a dozen colors and in two widths.

Before you begin to fill the polygons, you should be aware that it is possible
to combine pen colors to give new colors. For example yellow and blue pens may be
used to create different shades of green. Also different patterns drawn using the

same pen will yield variable intensity (percent of white space versus percent of colorspace of an area) of the color. These different patterns arise from varying the
spacing, line type, etc. discussed previously. In addition, a polygon may be filled

| more than once. lt may be filled as many times as are necessary, varying the
plotting instructiom with each fill, to achieve the desired effect. This report
demonstrates some of the successful combinations from the above choices and
provides the instructions to make them.

PRODUCING THE DEMONSTRATION PLOT

The following instructions and descriptions will produce a demonstration plot
on a sheet of 33 x 44inch plotter paper. The following instructions will produce the
plot, and the remainder of this report will describe how the polygons were filled.
The demonstration plot makes use of a single batch file and will take approximately
150 minutes to plot. Once completed, the demonstration plot contains instructions
to use in future diagrams.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

1) A large format (E-size) plotter meeting the requicements specified
by Selner and Taylor (1987, p. 64).

2) GSl)RAW Version 3.0 (Version 4.0 does not allow for dotted fill
patterns without stopping the plot on a time out error, see above warning).

3) E-size (33 x 44 in.) plotter paper.
4) Eight fiber-tip pens (fairly new) of different widths and colors (see

suggested colors below).
5) About 150 minutes of plotting time.

PROCEDURE

Hard disk users should copy files from the plot disk accompanying this report
to their subdirectory that contalm GSDRAW (thiswill speed up the plot). The
database is called PALEITE (.NDX and .LSF files). The batch file is called

i
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PALETtE.BAT. There are several text files that are plotted to show the command
parameters for each sample pattern, so copy *,TXTto your harddisk.

If you do not have a hard disk, insert GSDRAWin the B: drive and the plot
disk in the A: drive.

Load the following fiber tip pens in the plotter carousel:

carousel pen pen
oosition Width .g9.19.1"

1 p3 green
2 p3 blue

i 3 p3 black
4 p3 yellow
5 p3 orange
6 p3
7 p7 _luU_ele
8 p7 red

1) Load the paper into the plotter.
2) Establish communications through the com port.
3) Start GSDRAW.
4) From the menu, choose o tion 2, "Open an existin data base ', for hard disk usersp •

enter PALETI'E or for floppy d_skusers enter A:PAL_TrE.
5) Choose option 9, "Ploton the hard copy plotter". When asked if you have a batch

file, select Y (yes) and then enter PALETrE.BAT if you have the files on a hard diskOrA:PALBAT if you are using the floppy disk.

The plotted output is an arrayof polygon-fill patternsproduced with
different plotting parameters. There are nine small polygonboxes that make up
each large box. "Eachlarge box demonstrates a change iii some variable,for filling
polygons, To the right of each large box is a second large box containing
instructionson how toplot the patterns (fig. 1). In figure 1, the parts of the large
boxes labled 2A and 2B contain four of their nine smaller boxes. The upper left
small box of 2B lists the plotting instructionsto plot the pattern in the upper left
small box of 2A.

PLOTI'ING INSTRUCTIONS

In the large boxes labled with B's, there are a series of smaller boxes
containing plotter entries. In figure 1for example, box 2B contains the instructions:
409,1,1,0, and beneath that line: 9,20,30. The 409 is the line code identifying the
polygon, the first 1is the carousel position of thepen desired, the second 1 is th_
line type (in this case a dotted line), and the 0 is for drawing decorated lines (not
used m this plot). On the second hne the 9 is the fill typè (here, a single setof
parallel lines with out a border), the 20 is the spacing m thousandths of an inch
between the lines, and the 60 is the rotation angle (clocic_se from the horizor_t.al)
relatwe to the illustration border. The user may insert these numbers into their plot

entry and obtain the same pattern as shown on the demonstration plot with the. exception of entering their own 400-line code.
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PATI'ERN VARIATIONS

Descriptions of how patterns were changed for each set of nine boxes on the
demonstration plot are given in the following sections. Boxes 5A and 6A were
plotted with the P7 wide tip pen, and box 8A with a combination of P3 narrow tip
and P7. All others were plotted with the P3 narrow tip pen.

Box lA VARIATION IN LINE SPACING--line code 7

GSDRAW and GSMAP software provide two dotted line patterns where the
• difference is the spacing between the dots .along the line. Line t_tpe 1 is the narrow
, pattern and line t)rpe 7 is the wader pattern. In this first series ot"nine patterns, the
i wider line type 7 is used. Ali of the parameters for each of the nine patterns are

held constant except for the spacinig between the lines. That spacing increases in
' increments of 5 thousandths of an inch from 20 in the upper left small box to 60 in

the lower right box.

Box 2A VARIATION IN LINE SPACING--line code 1

For this set of nine boxes the line type is changed to the narrow spacing
between dots along the line. As in Box lA above, all of the parameters are held
constant except for the spacing between lines that increases from 20 to 60
thousandths of an inch. The upper left small box of lA may be compared to the
upper left small box of 2A. The difference between these two boxes is only the line

i type, and thus, the spacing of dots along the line.

Box 3A VARIATION IN LINE SPACING--SOlid, parallel

In this set of nine boxes a solid rather than dotted line is used. A single set of
arallel lines (ruled pattern) fills the polygon squares. Ali of the parameters are
ept constant except for the spacing between the lines. The spacing is increased by

increments of 5 thousandths from 20 to 60 thousandths.

Box 4A VARIATION IN LINE SPACING--solid peq_endicular

The GSMAP and GSDRAW software allow for automatically plotting two
sets of lines perpendicular to one another (cross-hatch pattern). The user enters the
angle of rotation for one set of the parallel lines a_d the plotter calculates a 90 o
angle to that set and draws a second set of lines. I'he spacing entered for the first
set is used forthe second set. In this set of nine boxes all parameters are kept the
same except for the spacing between lines. Again, the spacing is increased in
increments of 5 thousandths of an inch from 20 to 60 thousandths.

Box 5A VARIATION IN LINE SPACING--wide tip pen

This set of nine patterns demonstrates the use of a wider tip pen when
plotting dotted lines. Line type 7 is used for wider spacing between dots along the
lines. The spacing between lines increases in increments of 5 tho .u:sandths of _ inch
from 50 to 90 thousandths of an !nch. The spacing of the lines in tlae top row ot
small boxes may be compared wath the bottom row of small boxes in large box



lA. Spacing between lines for these small boxes are identical while pen width,
rotation angle, and color are different.

Box 6A VARIATION IN SPACING AND ROTATION'wide tip pen

This set of patterns demons.trates a variation both in spacing between lines
and in the rotation angle of those lines. For each of the nine small boxes, the
rotation angle equals the spacing between the lines: That angle and spacing
distance increases from 50 to 90 thousandths of an inch in increments of 5
thousandths of an inch. The top row of small boxes may be compared to the bottom
row of small boxes in box 3A, where the spacing between lines is identical.

Box 7A VARIATION IN LINE TYPE

The line types shown .both at the top of the plot and in figure 2 are
demonstrated as pattern fills m this set of nine boxes. A constant width of 30
thousandths of an inch between lines is used. Line type 0, 1, 7, and 12 are not used.
Box 7A displays some of the various patterns that can be constructed. These
patterns work well either by themseNes or as overlays on colored patterns.

Box 8A VARIABLE SPACING, COLOR OVERLAY

This series of nine boxes demonstrates the plotting of two different colored
sets of iines superimposed on one another. The left column of three small boxes

contai_ single sets of parallel blue lines made with a P7 pen. The spacing betweenlines increases from 4Oto 100thousandths of an inch from the top box to the bottom
box. The fight column of three small boxes contains sets ofparallel lines made with
a narrow tip P3 pen with spacing between the lines decreasing top to bottom trom
50 to 30 thousandths of an inch. The Imddle column of three small boxes contains
the combination or overlaying of both sets of lines from the left and fight columns,
creating different colored patterns. These overlay patterns demonstrate theeffects
of combining wide and narrow tipped pen parallel line sets that____emutually .
perpendicular, while varying the spacin8 between the line sets. "I]aesepatterns oegin
to show some of the versatility of combining pen widths and colors.

Box 9A VARIATION OF ANGLE BETWEEN TWOSOLID IINE SETS

The GSMAP and GSDRAWsoftware allows the user to produce
automatically a set of perpendicular lines with one set of instructions to the plotter.
HoweveL if the user would like to produce two sets of fines that cross at any angle
other than 90°, two sets of instruct|ons are necessary. Both sets of plotter entries

= will be identical except that the angle of rotation will change. Here, each small box
in this set of rene,' contains two sets of parallel lines. The top leftobox has a set oflines drawn at + 10° and a second set of solid lines drawn at -10 . The next small
box to the fight has lines drawn at +20° and -20°, and so forth. This pattern is NOT
recommended for dotted lines. Any angle may be entered for either of the .line.sets
and that angle does not have to be a positive angle coupled with a negative angle,
but any combination of positve, negative, or both. This pattern may also be plotted
on top of" any of the patterns described above and is useful when the user needs to

draw attention to a particular area of a diagram.
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Box 10A OVERLAYING PEN COLORS--solid lines

This series of nine boxes demonstrates the plotting of two different colored
sets of lines superimposed on one another. The left column of three sma!. boxes
contains, from top to bottom, a single set of parallel orange, blue, and purple lines.
The right column of three small boxes contains, top to bottom, yellow, yellow, and
blue sets of parallel lines. The middle column of three small boxes contains the
combination or overlaying of both sets of lines from the left and right columns,

creating different colored patterns. Ali of the lines are solid lines with constant

i spacing and, when overlayed, each set of parallel lines is mutually perpendicular.
The plotting sequence of colors does make a difference. For example, yellow

hnes plotted"on top of' blue lines will result in a slightly lighter shade than blue

plotted over yellow, ali other factors being constant. Notice that for the yellow/bluecombinatio_h the spacing is wider for the blue line set than for the yellow line set.
This helps balance the yellow with the blue.

Box 1lA OVERLAYING AND VARIATION IN SPACING

This set of nine boxes demonstrates several of the earlier methods. A black

dot pattern, has been superimposed on a yellow pattern. The top row of three small
boxes has identical yellow dotted patterns, the middle row of three boxes has
identical yellow solid lines, and the bottom row has three identical patterns of cross-
hatched yellow lines. However, each row of yellow patterns differs from the other
two rows.

The left column of three small boxes from top to bottom contains identical
black dotted line patterns (spacing between lines is 30 thousandths of an inch), the
middle colunm of boxes has identical black dotted overlays (spacing is 60
thousandths of an inch), and the fight column of three small boxes has identically
plotted sets of dotted hne patterns (spacing between lines is 90 thousandths of an
rech). In this set of nine boxes, any row (left to right) contains identical yellow

patterns withthree different black dot overlay patterns, and any column (top to
bottom) contains three different yellow patterns with three identical black dot
overlay patterns.

SUMMARY

The demonstration plot presents some of the different ways of the millions
possible, to fill polygons using GSMAP and GSDRAW software. These patterns
have been tested and may aid the user in designing other useful combinations.
Additional points to keep in mind when designing pattern fills are:

1) Color perception is based on the ink color, the density of the fill (percent
of white space versus percent of color space), and the blending of more than one ink
color, thus small changes can produce very different results.

2) Dotted lines require more time to plot than solid lines. Solid fills require
more time to plot than solid ruled lines. If time is a consideration, use dot patterns
and solid fills for smaller areas.

3) More than one set of dotted lines plotted at different angles of rotation
become quite exotic and will draw the eye to the pattern. Caution is recommended

when using this type of pattern.
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4) Lighter colors should be used to fill larger areas and darker colors for
small or narrow areas.

5) None of the patterns in the demonstration plot have a border. The borders
you see around boxes in this plot were digitized separately. The user may enter a fill
type of zero for any polygon and produce only a border for that polygon.

6) Additional pattern/color palt:ttes may be created simply by changing the
pen combinations in the plotter carousel or editing the batch flies.
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